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Dated: 26th June 2019

No. SNEA/Corrsp /18-19/
To,

Shri K Sebastin,
General Secretary, SNEA CHQ
New Delhi.

Sub: BSNL Bulk SMS revenue from SBI blocked due to non payments of dues to System
Integrator M/s Infronics by BSNL reg.
Respected Sir,

It is to bring to your kind notice that SBI has taken Bulk SMS
service from BSNL and their billing for every month is around 4.5 Cr. There is one system
integrator M/s Infronics between BSNL and SBI who processes the SMS counts and enables
BSNL for raising actual invoice to SBI, for which he has to be paid service charge as per MOU
from BSNL. But since August 2018 the service charge for M/s Infronics not paid by the BSNL
which is around 1 crore till March pending. The M/s Infronics stopped processing of Bulk SMS
count and not enabled BSNL to raise the invoice to SBI for the months April and May 2019 which
amounts around 9 crores, now June months also becomes due which also around 4.5 Crores.
It is humble request to you is that kindly bring it to the notice and impress on the
Corporate Office that just for payment of 1 Crore to the M/s Infronics , payments of around 13.5
Crores to BSNL from SBI is blocked , which is a great amount for the BSNL under present crisis.
The total liabilities of Karnataka as on date is around 400 Crs out of which Electricity liability
itself 31 Crs. By paying 1 Cr to M/s Infronics BSNL will be able to get 13.5 Crs which will be
great relief for BSNL from which we can pay 50 % of the Electricity bills which is due from 4
months.
Kindly help to realize the BSNL dues from SBI, by making payments to System integrator
M/S Infronics please. Similar cases may be there all over India because of which BSNL amount
might have blocked, priority for such vendor pity payments helps BSNL to realize its own payments
which may be in terms of crores please.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

S P Jagadale
Circle Secretary,SNEA
Copy to : The CGMT Karnataka Circle for kind information pl.

